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Learn how to hack systems like black hat hackers and secure them like security expertsKey
FeaturesUnderstand how computer systems work and their vulnerabilitiesExploit weaknesses
and hack into machines to test their securityLearn how to secure systems from hackersBook
DescriptionThis book starts with the basics of ethical hacking, how to practice hacking safely
and legally, and how to install and interact with Kali Linux and the Linux terminal. You will explore
network hacking, where you will see how to test the security of wired and wireless networks.
You’ll also learn how to crack the password for any Wi-Fi network (whether it uses WEP, WPA, or
WPA2) and spy on the connected devices.Moving on, you will discover how to gain access to
remote computer systems using client-side and server-side attacks. You will also get the hang of
post-exploitation techniques, including remotely controlling and interacting with the systems that
you compromised. Towards the end of the book, you will be able to pick up web application
hacking techniques. You'll see how to discover, exploit, and prevent a number of website
vulnerabilities, such as XSS and SQL injections.The attacks covered are practical techniques
that work against real systems and are purely for educational purposes. At the end of each
section, you will learn how to detect, prevent, and secure systems from these attacks.What you
will learnUnderstand ethical hacking and the different fields and types of hackersSet up a
penetration testing lab to practice safe and legal hackingExplore Linux basics, commands, and
how to interact with the terminalAccess password-protected networks and spy on connected
clientsUse server and client-side attacks to hack and control remote computersControl a hacked
system remotely and use it to hack other systemsDiscover, exploit, and prevent a number of web
application vulnerabilities such as XSS and SQL injectionsWho this book is forLearning Ethical
Hacking from Scratch is for anyone interested in learning how to hack and test the security of
systems like professional hackers and security experts.Table of ContentsIntroductionSetting up
The LabLinux BasicsNetwork Penetration TestingNetwork Penetration Testing - Pre Connection
AttacksNetwork Penetration Testing - Gaining Access (WEP/WPA/WPA2 Cracking)Post
Connection AttacksMan-in-the-middle AttacksNetwork Penetration Testing - Detection &
SecurityGaining Access to Computer DevicesScanning vulnerabilities using ToolsClient Side
AttacksClient Side Attacks - Social EngineeringAttack and Detect Trojans with BeEFAttacks
Outside The Local NetworkPost ExploitationWebsite Penetration TestingWebsite Pentesting -
Information GatheringFile Upload, Code Execution & File Inclusion VulnsSQL Injection
VulnerabilitiesCross Site Scripting VulnerabilitiesWebsite Pentesting - Discovering Vulnerabilities
Automatically Using OWASP ZAP

About the AuthorZaid Sabih is an ethical hacker, a computer scientist, and the founder and CTO
of zSecurity. He has good experience in ethical hacking; he started working as a pentester with



iSecurity. In 2013, he started teaching his first network hacking course; this course received
amazing feedback, leading him to publish a number of online ethical hacking courses, each
focusing on a specific topic, all of which are dominating the ethical hacking topic on Udemy. Now
Zaid has more than 300,000 students on Udemy and other teaching platforms, such as
StackSocial, StackSkills, and zSecurity.
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DeeGX2, “THIS is where you start!!!!. In the same vein of Georgia Weidman book at beginning
pentesting....this is THE book to start with hands down.It is the most current and the instruction
found in the book is extremely easy to follow.Unfortunately, much of the material in her
(Wiedmans) book is outdated, but Zaids book has that covered!The complex issues are broken
down in to portions that are digestible and they build on each other.The author also has a
Udemy video course of the same name that seems to follow the subject matter in the book.He is
very responsive and you also find it easy to follow the examples that he provides.I cannot stress
enough how good the author is at conveying ideas to beginners to give them a VERY good basis
for entering the pentesting/cracking (white hat) realm.This book definitely deserves a look if you
are heading into this realm of cybersecurity.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Zaid Sabih Is A Rock Star Ethical Hacker Instructor !!!!!. Zaid Sabih is
an amazing instructor, I always end up learning new things from him. He uses real-world
hacking methods and breaks it down and makes it interesting. He will walk you through setting
up your own lab so you get the practical experience along with the theory. I just can't say
enough great things about his books or videos, they are that good. I highly recommend anything
he teaches, if you want to be the best ethical hacker and be a step above everyone else, you
should get this book.  I would give him 10 stars but they only have 5...”

John Parker, “Great book !!. Great book. This is by far the best I’ve read yet. The way it is
explained makes it much easier to understand and remember the steps and processes to
hacking. And that allowed myself more time practicing hacking in the virtual labs. This was a
huge help for getting my CEH certification.”

Berlinerk, “Great book. I bought this book as a companion to his online classes that I am taking
and all I can say is I am happy that I did!! It gives more and thorough detail that the lectures don’t
show and it’s nice to have a reference to go to.”

Judi, “Very informative. Excellent book”

Robert H., “Book is nice to have if you're taking the online lesdons. Good basics mayerial.”

J. Charnock, “Well written. Well written for the novice, great book”

aaa, “PHENOMENON-ALL TIME BEST. The book is very simple to understand and
followStructure and layout is perfectIt serves the purpose of learnersThis is one of the best all
time hackers collections”



Jules, “ . Great”

Indranil Sen, “Zaid sabih is a superstar ethical Hacker. This book Is very good for
beginners..Zaid sabih is a very very good ethical Hacker and a very good hacking book
writer..This is the best ethical hacking book..if anyone looking for a very good ethical hacking
book I recommend this book..”

The book by Zaid Sabih has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 76 people have provided feedback.
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